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NEW AND RARE HARDY PERENNIALS

It was in the year of 1900 that I left my employment at the Royal Gardens of the former German Empire in Berlin, Germany, and decided to devote my future to Hybridizing work and set up a position with Messrs. Goos and Koehnemann, Wexler, and theRhein. Those being better acquainted with this firm will know what wonderful work is done there in Hybridizing and producing choice varieties of Perennials, Alpines, and other species for the American market. I have been with the firm thus myself about 15 years. One of my favorite lines are: Iris, I introduced several varieties, especially in the "Pink and Red" class. In the last 3 years I established in America my hybrids which I have been treating the same as Meezers. Goos and Koehnemann have been using only hardy healthy growers which will produce plenty of flowers. All Hybridizing work I use in a general G. & K.'s varieties because they are on account of their hardiness more adapted to our climate conditions.

My New Iris Seedlings

CINDERELLA—(Koecher 1924-25). A very tall (at least 3½ feet), strong grower with large size flowers; spreading Falls, rather difficult to describe. Price $100.00 each. Prepaid.

OBERON—(Koehl, 1924-25). A real lavender, giant in growth and size of flowers of Paltilia Dalmatica type, resembling Albert Victor in color. Unfortunately matures late in propagation. $10.00 each. Prepaid.

HELEN KOEHLER—(1925). This seedling of St. Paulis and Lohengrin seedling has brought about the flowering. Uppers delicate Pink. Falls slightly darker veined, this veining helps to make the delicate color more impressive and superior to other pink varieties. 32 inches high. $5.00 each. Prepaid.

HELEN KOEHLER AND KOEHNEMANN'S NEW IRIS SEEDLINGS FOR 1925—Conditions of Sale and Prices on Application

FOLKWANG. In beautiful color blending a wonder of nature, very distinct chartreuse with conspicuous veining of brownish yellow and light edgings. Standards of lustrous light rose Pink.

RHEINGAUPERLE. A descendant of "Dorothy"! eclipsing its progeny by far in luminous power. Standards of bright silky carmine-pink. Falls of a darker tone with distinct-lustrous veining, but so horticulture, more desirable to grow a very spicuous, finely flowered habit, a brilliant mass-effect in bright sunlight.

FOLKMASTER. A striking novelty of a wonderful soft rose-pink color. Heavy, healthy plants, taller than the Falls. The later are remarkably broad, in counterpoint with the straight nature.

WHITE SHADES

Anna Farr (36 inches) White, Pale Blue Markings $1.50

Flamboyant (G. & K.) Improved Iris King $1.50

Flamboyan (36 inches) Soft pale Yellow $1.50

Gajos (G. & K. 25 inches) S. Yellow—F. Red veined $1.50

Lion King (F. G. & K. 30 inches) Old Gold $3.00

Lorden (G. & K. 28 inches) Yellow and Ultramarine Blue $1.50

Milo (G. & K. 30 inches) B. Yellow—F. Wine Red $1.50

M. Neuhutzen (24 inches) Golden Yellow $1.50

Nikobogen (G. & K. 30 inches) Prawn Yellow $1.50

Pallida (F. & K.) S. Olive—E. Blush Plum $1.50

Prince Vitt. Luis (G. K. 30 inches) Yellow and Plum $1.50

Princelagier (36 inches) soft Yellow $1.50

Sherrin Wright (25 inches) Golden Yellow $1.50

LAVENDER AND BLUE SHADES

Albert Victor (30 inches) Lavender $1.50

Erichsche (G. & K.) Improved Iris King $1.50

Jentzsa (44 inches) Clear Blue $1.50

La Beart (28 inches) Clear Sky Blue $1.50

Lady Fester (42 inches) Light Lavender $1.50

Ollieama (32 inches) Light Blue and Violet $1.50

Pallida (G. & K. 30 inches) Light Lavender $1.50

Pallux (G. & K. 33 inches) Light Blue (Rare) $1.50

Princess Beatrice (38 inches) Lavender $1.50

Rheingau (G. & K. 28 inches) Lavender and F. Red $1.50

Riese von Comers (Maleller 38 inches) A Light Blue Giant 5.00

DARK BLUE SHADES

Alessar (36 inches) S. Marve—F. Deep Purple $1.50

Atreusa (36 inches) Clear Blue $1.50

Kochi (28 inches) Clarot Purple $1.50

Archers (28 inches) S. Purple $1.50

Par de Neufcy (30 inches) Deep Violet Blue $1.50
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